I like the overall dance, but I didn't like all of the movement. When they split into the two groups my eye was drawn to the front line, I think personally that the front line was more diverse in their choreography. The girls tend to put the "better" dancers toward the front and center spots. That does make sense because everyone could watch them, but I think that they only did movements that highlighted themselves and that the movements that they knew that could perform well. That being said, I thought that their dance was very beautiful.

Comparing our dance to theirs, their dance flowed more naturally. But our dance was more intense. We used very different movements that created an intense image. While we came up with our dance, we made up names for the choreography that helped us learn the movements and remember them. I like our dance more because it felt more like our class than any of the other dances we performed. I think that we had a lot of movements that everyone could do, not just like 1 or 2 of us like the other class. Overall both dances were pretty cool.